ALR100 Slim Framed Type Assembling Instructions

Parts:

Main (inner) frame x 4

Outer frame x 4

L Shape metal parts x 4

Wall hanging parts x 2

M5 x 15 mm screw x 8

M5 x 8 mm screw x 16

彈簧
Adjusting screw x 2

Springs x N units (depends on sizes)

Plastic plugs x 4

Screw for wall hanging parts x 4
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Assembling Instruction
Step1 Unpack the box on an empty large table top or clean floor.

Place PE film on the ground or table top and set L shape metal parts, main frame parts ready for
assembling.
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Step 2
Assemble the main frames with L shape metal parts and M5 x 8mm screws
(Screw the four corners first but do not make to tight initially, then screw the main frame tight after it is
fully adjusted and matched).

Main frame assembled
Step3
Screen assembling: Take out screen sheet from paper tube.
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Put synthesized paper on the ground or table top and roll out the screen.

Step 4
Put the assembled main frame set onto the screen and adjust it to be in a centered position of the
screen; spring the four corners first and do the rest from long to short sides of the frame accordingly
(please slightly press the main frame while springing the screen, to avoid film-slip causing unevenness
of each side/corner).

Please match the screen with the lines of the main
frame (red arrow marks)
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Set springs symmetrically (long side to long size and short side to short side) and keep frame and
screen centered before springs all hooked-on.
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Step 5
Make sure the outer frames are 45 degrees matched with main frame and screw M5 x 15mm screws;
outer frames can be slightly adjusted for smooth corner purpose.

Total Assembling Complete
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Step 6
Assemble wall hanging parts and hang the frame afterward (better to hold the main frames when moving
the frame up and down). It is recommended to set the height between screen bottom and the ground to
be 110cm~120cm for better projecting performance.

If the wall is uneven, users may adjust the position between frame and wall by using adjusting screws.

Attention:
Please make sure the screen is not hanged upside
down by checking the “DOWNSIDE” label.
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